
HELP ING YO U , HELP THE EA R TH



Who are we?

Our Story

JR Organics opened its E-store in 2020 with the belief that sustainable living starts 
at home, at an individual level and with everyday personal care needs. This is why 
we launched a cost-effective portfolio of products, each designed to solely focus 
on your everyday needs.

Switch now and create a conscious consumption cycle that benefits everyone.



A big part of our mission is not only to sell sustainable personal care 
products, but also to educate and inspire our followers and customers. 
Particularly, on the importance of reducing our carbon footprint and the 
benefits of making the switch.

Providing quality and cost-effective alternative solutions without 
compromise, allowing ease in transition.

How do we differ from the rest?



Through biodegradable 
products, we believe that we 
can help shift the market 
mindset. Switch with us
- we provide a
price competitive alternative 
solution. Be a  benefactor to 
sustainable solutions.

JR Organics is committed to 
selling high quality, natural 
products that are earth-friendly. 
We help reduce carbon footprint 
by using all-natural, waste free 
raw materials. From product to 
packaging. These are key in our 
sustainable solution.

We want to live in a  way that 
betters our planet and reduces 
exposure to artificial 
chemicals. This is why our 
portfolio provides a  variety of 
vegan-friendly and BPA-
free products to suit your needs.

Our Ethos
There is no doubt that sustainable living will be the way of the future. Our online sustainable E-store was
born to support the acceleration of clean, sustainable and waste-free living that is inevitable.

Biodegradable Waste-free & All-natural No toxic chemicals



Our Product Portfolio
Switch to your sustainable solution 
with a click of a button



Bamboo "For me" Bamboo "For us"

BAMBOO "For Me" & "For Us" Toothbrush

Simple & sustainable 
Elegant & ergonomic
All-Natural bamboo handle - Bamboo produces a natural antimicrobial property called "Bamboo Kun"
Vegan  friendly 
Charcoal infused bristles
Choice of bristle texture: Soft OR Medium
Choice of colour: Black OR White



BAMBOO "Cute" Tips

Simple & sustainable
Each box contains 200 Bamboo stemmed Q-tips 
Tipped with all-natural cotton
Reliable & durable - fantastic alternative to plastic OR paper Q-tips



Unisex BAMBOO Hair Brush

Look fresh with our Unisex Bamboo Hair Brush. Look good, stay groomed and be sustainable! 
All-Natural bamboo handle and brush bristles
Earth-friendly silicone base ideal for comfort and durability



BAMBOO Double-edged Shaving Razor

We all know personal grooming is extremely important in maintaining a clean and confident look. You 
can also do this sustainably! Check out our BAMBOO Double-edged shaving razor.

Sustainably made with premium high-end aluminium alloy with a chrome finish and a bamboo handle 
that allows for replaceable razor blades! A clean look that comes with a cleaner environment!



BAMBOO "To go" Cutlery Set

At home, in the office or the great outdoors. Where ever you are, our BAMBOO "To go" cutlery set will 
cater to your cutlery needs!



JR Organics Bam-bottle Tumbler

• A simple yet chic hydration solution in the form of a 400mL water bottle and cap. Both 
bottle and cap are made with an all-natural bamboo outer layer with a stainless inlay. 
These two layers work together to maintain and prolong your beverage’s temperature for 
your enjoyment. Stay cool and hydrated, without the plastic!

- 400mL capacity
- Bottle & cap: Bamboo outer layer with a stainless steel inlay



Where can you 
find us?

You may find us through our online 
social pages:

Website 
www.jrorganics.online

Instagram 
@jr.organics

Facebook 
@JR Organics

Linktree
linktr.ee/Jrorganics

Contact Info & Email
+63 977 860 8899

<jrorganics91@gmail.com>

https://www.jrorganics.online/
https://www.instagram.com/jr.organics/
https://www.facebook.com/jr.organics91/
https://linktr.ee/Jrorganics
mailto:jrorganics91@gmail.com


Educating our audience..
Blog
Our team composes interesting and
inspirational articles based on real facts and
ventures, from real people.

Educational posts & visuals
In this day in age, communication is absolutely 
key. Our team produces a  variety of 
educational infographics and factoids to peak 
our audiences' interests.



Thank you!

Customers served


